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Surgeons, architects, choreographers, athletes, electricians
and mechanics, fashion designers, aerospace engineers,
software and computer systems analysts . . .
What do talented people in these occupations have in common?
They are exceptionally talented in non-verbal ability.

B

A few years ago, a colleague came to me with her Year 6 son’s test scores from another
school. His scores were high average in language and quantitative ability, but his score for nonverbal ability was in the 99th percentile.
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“What does this mean?” she asked me.

H
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I told her it meant that if you gathered together any 100 people, none of them would score
higher than her son for non-verbal ability. I told her it meant that her son is a gifted learner.

She looked at me a few moments, down at the report she held, and then back at me
before she spoke. “Really?”
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“Absolutely,” I said, and then she began to cry.

Her son had not been identified gifted and talented by his school. His school only
identified giftedness in language and quantitative areas. He had never been a part of any gifted
and talented programs, and he looked pretty much like the average kid to all his teachers over
the years, yet she always felt “there was something about him”.
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Her next question was one I’ve heard many times over the years: “What does non-verbal
mean anyway?”
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“Well,” I said, looking around my classroom for some sort of help from the shelves and
cabinets and counter-tops lined with the projects, inventions and the quirky three-dimensional
creations of my students, “that’s not very easy to explain.”
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WHO ARE NON-VERBALLY
GIFTED AND TALENTED STUDENTS?
ow

Simply stated, non-verbal intelligence refers to “those particular abilities that exist
independently of language and that increase a person’s capacity to function intelligently”.
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—Wiederholt J.L., Rees F.J. 1998.
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Perhaps you learned your lesson early when, shoeless, you walked into your child’s
bedroom and impaled your sole with a Lego piece or a small metal part of a broken toy. Why
does that kid have to take apart every toy he owns anyway? That little motorised car was cool.
Now the motor is duct-taped to some sort of crane built from Tinker Toys. What about that cute
little curio shelf you got her? It sits on the floor now – a veterinarian’s table for a line-up of
stuffed animals. How did she manage to slice open the seam on the stuffed koala’s belly? Wait!
Are those your kitchen utensils? Before you fall on the bed in exasperation (not a good idea, by
the way – there’s probably a hard plastic shell of a toy hiding under the bedspread), you might
just consider that your child has outstanding non-verbal ability. Perhaps he or she is gifted.
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You’ve seen it. Your child is mesmerised
by the pattern of the terracotta tile in the local
park. She is dazzled by the colours and their
combinations. Every piece of artwork she creates
has a dramatic flair that seems to be beyond her
years, and she can tell how you’re feeling even
when you think you’re just acting “normal”. She
notices designs and comments on pictures in
curious ways – points out details you don’t even
think twice about. He is frustrated by the cup-
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holder in the car. He flips it in and out, driving you crazy, and proclaims he could make it better.
He wonders why he sees so many triangle shapes in the framework of the bridge. At age two,
he laughs at a pictogram sign urging dog walkers to clean up. He gets it – thinks the pictogram
is hilarious. At four, he asks friends if they are feeling okay, and he really means it. This is your
non-verbally gifted child.
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Yet not everyone sees this talent. Non-verbal ability does not readily show itself on
standardised achievement testing or in schoolwork – especially after Year 1 when students
are increasingly asked to show what they know in writing. High non-verbal ability might take
a little detective work to discover. These are sometimes the kids who seem pretty typical yet
surprise us with an insight, suddenly perform a task beyond their years or simply seem to
“know” without being able to explain how they know. These are the kids who are often left
out of gifted programs in school, yet they offer the sort of 21st Century Learning skills that will
make our world a better place.
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“The nonverbal score measures the person’s ability to solve novel
problems, those that are not specifically taught or trained.”
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—The Kauffman Brief Intelligence Test Manual, Second Edition.
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This book is addressed to all those parents out there
who wonder about their child’s flashes of brilliance but cannot
l gift
ft. It’s addressed
dd
d to teachers
h
quite llay a ffinger on a particular
–
public, private and home school – who see the same gleam in a student’s eyes. Finally, it’s
addressed to parents whose children have already been identified gifted and talented through
their school and whose children may or may not be served by gifted and talented programs
designed specifically to meet the needs of non-verbally gifted students. This isn’t a scholarly
study. Think of it as a conversation between you and me – a teacher and a parent of nonverbally gifted children.
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WHAT PARENTS SAY ABOUT THEIR NON-VERBALLY GIFTED CHILD
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“She is mechanically inclined and can spend hours putting together a
project with her grandpa’s erector set. She dances, and when we go to
the ballet, she can pick out specific moves and name them.”
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I have two non-verbally gifted children at home, but aside from their non-verbal ability
and quirky sense of humour, they are very different. My son is an “engineer” and loves maths
and physics. He seems to understand the way things work as second nature. He has rarely read
anything for enjoyment. My daughter loves biological and environmental sciences, art and
language. She is a born “poet” and self-proclaimed “language geek”. Both have an uncanny
ability to recall details and facts from pictures, movies and videos. Aside from my children, I
have spent over 24 years in the classroom – the past 12 working specifically with gifted learners.
For most of my professional career, I’d heard very little about non-verbal ability. Though my
school has been identifying giftedness for non-verbal ability for more than a decade now, we
still wonder what to do with these kids. They seem to be as diverse as the general population
itself. They don’t always score well on the almighty state standardised achievement tests.
They are often the kids who did not readily demonstrate giftedness in the classroom. They are
often the kids whom other teachers arch their eyebrows about and say, “They’re gifted?” At the
same time, many of these students are – simply stated – wonderful! They have so often been
multi-talented, leaders, creative, blessed with a fabulous sense of humour, sensitive, artistic
inventors and brilliant. So how could one identification for giftedness yield such differing
results?
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